
All about me

What my new teacher

needs to know

Have a wonderful year in

your new class! 
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Your teacher is just as excited as you to start  this 

new school year!

Help them get to knew you even bett

er by filling in  this "All about me" booklet.

My full name: .
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I am good at:

I want to get better at:

This year, i am most excited about:

I am a little worried about:
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In the box, drew a picture of what you look like. 

I have

.
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Drew a picture of you and your family. Add labels to say

who each person is.

hair

I have eyes

Something you might

notice about me is:
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My favourite colour is: 

My favourite thing to do is:

My favourite food is:

.
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I have                                              brothers and sisters

I live with  

I am from

I have lived in
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for



My birthday is:

My favourite book is:

.
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My favourite television show is:
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I hope you enjoy this material.

The material is intended to be used for private

use or in individual classroom sets.

Please do not distribute the material but instead

refer to where you downloaded the material.

It would be fun if you tagged @gullislastips if you

make posts about my material in social media, so

I'll see how you work with it!

If you find any quirks in the material or if you

have any input on improvement, please contact

me at gullislastips.skolmagi@gmail.com

I wish you a nice day

How can you use the activity booklet "All

about me" with your new class?

This activity booklet is a good activity to give

to children at the beginning of the school

year. It can be used to help teachers and

students get to know each other and share

important information.

You can encourage your students to write fun

facts about themselves. You can use the

activity to encourage your class to get to

know each other. Why not try to pair your

children and ask them to share facts about

themselves.

This activity booklet is a good collaborative

exercise, and it can be used to help children

communicate. You can also ask them if they

have a nickname they prefer or a friend they

prefer to sit next to, etc.
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